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The idea of possible time or space variationsofthe 'fundamental'constantsof nature,
although not new, is only now beginningto be actively consideredby large numbers
of researchersin the particle physics,cosmologyand astrophysicscommunities.This
revivalis mostlydue to the claims of possible detection of such variations,in various
different
contextsand by several groups.I presentthe currenttheoreticalmotivations
and expectations for such variations, review the current observational status and
discuss the impact ofa possible confirmationofthese resultsin our views ofcosmology
and physics as a whole.
Keywords: cosmology; extra dimensions; fundamental constants;
laboratory and astrophysical tests

1. Introduction
One of the most valued guiding principles (or should one say beliefs?) in science is
that there ought to be a single, immutable set of laws governingthe Universe and
that these laws should remain the same everywhereand at all times. In fact,this is
oftengeneralizedinto a beliefof immutabilityof the Universeitself-a much stronger
statementthat does not followfromthe former.A strikingcommonfeatureof almost
all cosmologicalmodels throughouthistory,fromancient Babylonian models through
the model of Ptolemy and Aristotleto the much more recent 'steady-state model',
is their immutable character.Even today, a non-negligibleminorityof cosmologists
still speaks in a dangerouslymystictone of the allegedly superiorvirtuesof 'eternal'
or 'cyclic' models of the Universe.
It was Einstein (who originallyintroducedthe cosmologicalconstantas a 'quick fix'
to preservea static universe)who taughtus that space and time are not an immutable
arena in which the cosmic drama is acted out, but are in fact part of the cast-part
of the physical Universe. As physical entities,the propertiesof time and space can
change as a result of gravitationalprocesses. Interestinglyenough, it was soon after
the appearance of general relativity,the Friedman models and Hubble's discovery
of the expansion of the Universe (which shattered the notion of immutabilityof the
Universe) that time-varyingfundamentalconstantsfirstappeared in the contextof a
One contributionof 20 to a Triennial Issue 'Astronomyand Earth science'.
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complete cosmological model (Dirac 1937), though others beforehim (startingwith
Kelvin and Tait) had already entertainedthis possibility.
From here onwards,the topic remainedsomewhatmarginal,but neverdisappeared
completely,and even The Royal Society organized a Discussion on this theme about
20 years ago. The proceedings of this discussion (McCrea & Rees 1983) still make
very interestingreading today-even if,in the case of some of the articles,only as a
reminderthat concepts and assumptions that are at one point uncontroversialand
taken forgrantedby everybodyin a given fieldcan soon afterwardsbe shown to be
wrong,irrelevantor simply'dead-ends' that are abandoned in favourof an altogether
different
approach.
As usual, despite the best effortsof a few outstanding theorists, it took some
observational hints for possible variations of the fundamentalconstants (Webb et
al. 1999) to make the alarm bells sound in the communityas a whole and start
convincingsome previously sworn sceptics. In the past two years there has been
an unprecedentedexplosion of interestin this area, as large as (or perhaps even
larger than) the one caused by the evidence for an accelerating Universe provided
by type-Ia supernovae data. On one hand, observersand experimentalistshave tried
to reproduce these results and update and improve other existing constraints.On
the other, a swarm of theoristshas flooded scientificjournals with a whole range of
possible explanations.
Here I will providea briefsummaryof the currentstatus of this topic. Rather than
go throughthe whole zoo of possible models (which would require a considerably
larger space, even if I were to try to separate the wheat from the chaff), I will
concentrate on the model-independentaspects of the problem, as well as on the
present observationalstatus. In the final section, I will provide some reflectionson
the impact ofa futureconfirmationofthese time variationsin our views ofcosmology
and physicsas a whole.

2. On the role of the constants of nature
The so-called fundamentalconstants of nature are widely regarded as some kind
of distillation or 'executive summary' of physics. Their dimensions are intimately
related to the formand structureof physical laws. Almost all physicists(and even
engineers) will have had the experience of momentarilyforgettingthe exact expression ofa certainphysicallaw, but quicklybeing able to re-deriveit simplyby resorting
to dimensionalanalysis. Despite theirperceivedfundamentalnature,thereis no theory of constantsas such. How do they originate?How do theyrelate to one another?
How many are necessaryto describe physics?None of these questions has a rigorous
answer at present.Indeed, it is remarkableto findthat different
people can have so
on
a
and
views
such
basic
uncontroversial
issue. Duff et
widely differing
seemingly
al. (2002) have a very interestingdiscussion of this issue.
One common view of constants is as asymptoticstates. For example, the speed of
light c is (in special relativity)the maximum velocity of a massive particle moving
in fiat space-time. The gravitational constant G definesthe limitingpotential for
a mass that does not forma black hole in curved space-time. The reduced Planck
constant I - h/2r is the universalquantum of action (and hence definesa minimum
uncertainty).Similarly,in stringtheorythere is also a fundamentalunit of length
(the characteristicsize of the strings). So forany physical theorywe know of, there
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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should be one such constant. This view is acceptable in practice, but unsatisfactory
in principle,mainlybecause it does not address the question of the constant's origin.
Another view is that they are simply necessary (or should one say 'convenient'?)
inventions;that is, they are not really fundamental but simply ways of relating
dimensionaltypes. In other words,they are simply conversion
quantities of different
constantsthat make the equations of physicsdimensionallyhomogeneous.This view,
firstclearlyformulatedby Eddington (1939), is perhaps at the originof the tradition
of absorbing constants (or 'setting them to unity', as it is often colloquially put)
in the equations of physics. This is particularlycommon in areas such as relativity,
wherethe algebra can be so heavy that cuttingdown the numberof symbolsis a most
welcome measure. However,it should be rememberedthat this procedure cannot be
carried arbitrarilyfar. For example, we can consistentlyset G = h = c = 1, but we
cannot set e = h = c = 1, since then the fine-structure
constantwould have the value

a -_e2/(hc)

= 1, whereas in the real world a r, 1/137.

In any case, one should also keep in mind that the possible choices of particular
units are infiniteand always arbitrary.For example, the metrewas originallydefined
as the distance between two scratch marks on a bar of metal kept in Paris. Now it
is definedin terms of a numberof wavelengthsof a certain line of the spectrum of
a 83Kr lamp. This may sound much more 'high-tech'and rigorous,but it does not
really make it any more meaningful.
Perhaps the key point is the one recentlymade by Veneziano in Duff et al. (2002):
there are units that are arbitraryand units that are fundamental,at least in the
sense that, when a quantitybecomes of order unityin the latter units, dramatic new
phenomena occur. For example, if there was no fundamentallength,the properties
of physical systems would be invariant under an overall rescaling of their size; so
atoms would not have a characteristicsize, and we would not even be able to agree
on which unit to use as a 'metre'. With a fundamentalquantum unit of length,we
can meaningfullytalk about short or large distances. Naturally,we will do this by
comparison with this fundamentallength. In other words, 'fundamental' constants
are fundamentalonly to the extent that they provide us with a way of transforming
any physical quantity (in whicheverunits we have chosen to measure it) into a pure
numberwhose meaning is immediatelyunambiguous.
Still, how many really 'fundamental'constantsare there? Note that some so-called
fundamentalunits are clearly redundant: a good example is temperature,which is
simplythe average energyof a system.In our everydayexperience,it turns out that
we need three and only three such units: a length,a time and an energy.However,
it is possible that in higher-dimensionaltheories (such as stringtheory,see ? 4) only
two of these may be sufficient.
And maybe, if and when the 'theoryof everything'is
discovered,we will findthat even fewerthan two are required: again, referto Duff
et al. (2002) fora more detailed discussion.

3. Standard cosmology: what we know and what we do not
Cosmologystudies the originand evolutionofthe Universeand in particularits largescale structures,on the basis of physicallaws. By large-scalestructuresI mean scales
of galaxies and beyond. This is the scale where interestingdynamics is happening
today (anythinghappening on scales below this is largely irrelevantfor cosmological dynamics). The standard cosmological model, which was gradually put together
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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duringthe 20th century,is called the 'hot Big Bang' model. Startingfromsome very
simple assumptions, it leads to a number of predictionsthat have been confirmed
observationally.
Three of these predictionsare particularlynoteworthy.Firstly,there is Hubble's
law: the fact that the Universeis expanding and galaxies are movingaway fromeach
other with a speed that is approximatelyproportional to the distance separating
them. Secondly, Big Bang nucleosynthesis(BBN) predicts the relative primordial
abundances of the lightchemical elements (which were synthesizedin the firstthree
minutes of the Universe's existence): roughly75% hydrogen,24% helium and only
1% other elements. Last but not least, there is the cosmic microwavebackground
(CMB). This is a relic of the very hot and dense early Universe. By measuring
photons comingfromall directionsfromthis background,one findsan almost perfect
black-bodydistributionwith a presenttemperatureof only2.725 K, correspondingto
a presentradiation densityof about 412 photons per cubic centimetre(whereas the
presentmatter densityof the Universe is only about three atoms per cubic metre).
However,despite these and many other successes, the model also has a fewshortcomings. These should really be seen not as failures of the model, but rather as
relevantquestions to whichthe Big Bang model can provideno answer. I will briefly
mentiontwo of them. The firstarises when, instead of analysing all CMB photons
together,one does the analysis foreverydirectionof the sky.This was firstdone by
the Cosmic BackgroundExplorer (COBE) satellite and then confirmed(with increasing precision) by a numberof other experiments.One findsa pattern of very small
temperaturefluctuations,of about one part in ten thousand relative to the 2.725 K.
It turnsout that CMB photons ceased interactingwith otherparticles when the Universe was about 300 000 years old. Afterthat, they basically propagate freelyuntil
we receive them.
Now, temperaturefluctuationscorrespondto density fluctuations:a region that
is hotter than average will also be more dense than average. What COBE effectively saw was a map (blurred by experimentaland other errors) of the Universe
at an age of 300 000 years, showing a series of very small density fluctuations.We
believe that these were subsequentlyamplifiedby gravityand eventuallyled to the
structureswe can observe today. The question, however,is where did these fluctuations come from?At present there are a few theoretical paradigms (each including a range of particular models) that can explain this-inflation and topological
defects-but they both can claim their own successes and shortcomings,so the situation is as yet far fromclear. On one hand, the predictionsof many inflationary
models seem to agree quite well with observations, but none of these successful
models is well motivated froma particle-physicspoint of view. On the other hand,
topological-defectmodels are more deeply rooted within particle physics but their
predictionsdo not seem to compare so well with observations.One should perhaps
also point out that this comparison may not be entirelyfair: inflationarymodels
are far easier to work with, so the predictions of defect models are not nearly
as well known as those of inflationarymodels: much work remains to be done in
this area.
The other unanswered question is, surprisinglyenough, the contentsof the Universe. Obviously,we can only directly'see' matter that emits light,but it turns out
that most of the matter in the Universe actually does not emit light. For example,
the visible parts of galaxies are thoughtto be surroundedby much larger'haloes' of
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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dark matter, with a size up to 30 times that of the visible part. If all this matter
were visible, the nightsky would look prettymuch like van Gogh's 'Starry night'.
Even though we only have indirectevidence forthe existence of this dark matter,
we do have a reasonable idea of what it is. About 5% of the matter of the Universe
is visible. Another 5% is invisible 'normal matter', that is, baryons (protons and
neutrons)and electrons.This is probablyin the formofmassive compact halo objects,
such as brown dwarfs,white dwarfs,planets and possibly black holes. Roughly 25%
of the matter of the Universe is thought to be 'cold dark matter' (CDM), that is,
heavy non-relativisticexotic particles,such as axions or WIMPS (weakly interacting
massive particles). CDM tends to collapse (or 'clump') into the haloes of galaxies,
draggingalong the dark baryons with it.
Finally, ca. 65% of the contentsof the Universe is thought to be in the formof a
'cosmological constant', that is, energyof the vacuum: this can also be thoughtof as
cosmic antigravityor the weightof space! Unlike CDM, this neverclumps: it tends to
make the Universe 'blow up' by making it expand fasterand faster.In other words,
it forcesan accelerated expansion which, according to recent data, has begun very
recently.These data have been taken verysceptically by some people. In particular,
a period of futureacceleration of the Universe, while not posing any problems for
cosmologists,would be somewhat problematicforstringtheory (see ?4) as we know
it. However,this is not a basis forjudgement: 'data' is not a dirtyword, 'assumption'
and 'conjecture' are dirtywords.
These ingredientsare needed forcosmological model building. One starts with a
theoreticalmodel, 'adds in' cosmologicalparameterssuch as the age, mattercontents
and so forthand computes its observationalconsequences. One must then compare
notes with observational cosmologists and see whether the model is in agreement
with observation:if it does not agree then one had better start again. In the hope of
eliminatingsome of the shortcomingsof the Big Bang model, one needs to generalize
the model, and yet unexploredextra dimensionsare a good place to look foranswers.

4. Strings and extra dimensions
It is believed that the unificationof the known fundamentalinteractionsof nature
requires theories with additional space-time dimensions. Indeed, the only known
theoryof gravitythat is consistentwith quantum mechanics is stringtheory,which
is formulatedin 10 dimensions(Polchinski 1998).
Even thoughthereare at presentno robust ideas about how one can go fromthese
theories to our familiarlow-energyspace-time cosmology in fourdimensions (three
spatial dimensionsplus time), it is clear that such a process will necessarilyinvolve
procedures known as dimensional reduction and compactification.These concepts
are mathematicallyveryelaborate, but physicallyquite simple to understand. Even
if the true 'theoryof everything'is higherdimensional,one must findhow it would
manifestitselfto observerslike us who can only probe four dimensions. Note that
this is more general than simplyobtaining low-energyor other limits of the theory.
On the other hand, given that we only seem to be able to probe fourdimensions,
we must figureout why we cannot see the others or, in other words,why (and how)
they are hidden. A simple solution is to make these extra dimensionscompact and
verysmall. For example, imaginethat you are an equilibristwalkingalong a tightrope
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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that is suspended high up in the air. For you the tightropewill be essentiallyonedimensional.You can safelywalk forwardsor backwards,but taking a sideways step
will have most unpleasant results. On the other hand, for an ant sitting on the
same rope, it will be two-dimensional:apart frommoving forwardsand backwards,
it can also safely move around it. It turns out that there are many differentways
there are ways to
of performingsuch compactificationsand, even more surprisingly,
in
on
this
to
us
infinite
not
accessible
even
dimensions
make
? 5).
(more
One of the remarkablegeneral consequences of these processes is that the ordinary
four-dimensionalconstants become 'effective'quantities, typicallybeing related to
fundamentalconstantsthroughthe characteristiclengththe true higher-dimensional
scales of the extra dimensions.It also happens that these length-scalestypicallyhave
a non-trivialevolution.In otherwords,it is extremelydifficultand unnatural,within
the contextof stringtheory,to make these length-scalesconstant.Indeed, this is such
a pressingquestion fromthe string-theory
point of view that it has been promoted
to the categoryof a 'problem': the so-called 'radius stabilization problem' and given
that string theorists are (have to be!) extremelyoptimistic people, the fact that
they recognizeit as being a problem mightwell be the best indication that there is
somethingverydeep and fundamentalabout it, even ifat this point we cannot quite
figureout what it is.
In these circumstances,one is naturallyled to the expectation of time and indeed
constantswe can measure. In
even space variationsof the 'effective'four-dimensional
what followswe will go throughsome of the possible cosmological consequences and
constant
observational signaturesof these variations,focusingon the fine-structure
in
a
less
extensive
Before
other
but
also
_
e2
this,
quantities
way.
discussing
/hc),
(a
into
a
final
excursion
we
need
to
make
higher-dimensional
cosmology.
however,

5. A cosmological brane scan
The so-called 'brane-worldscenarios' are a topic of much recent interestin which
variationsof four-dimensionalconstantsemergein a clear and natural way. There is
ample evidence that the three forcesof particle physics live in (3 + 1) dimensions:
this has been tested on scales from10-16 cm to (for the case of electromagnetism)
Solar System scales. However,this may not be the case forgravity.Einstein's field
equations have only been rigorouslytested (Will 1993) in the Solar System and
the binary pulsar, where the gravitationalfieldexists essentiallyin empty space (or
vacuum). On smaller scales, only tests of linear gravityhave been carried out and,
even so, only down to scales of ca. 0.2 mm (roughlythe thicknessof a human hair).
Sparkled by the existence, in higher-dimensionaltheories, of membrane-like
objects, the brane-worldparadigm arose. It postulates that our Universeis a (3 + 1)
membranethat is somehowembedded in a largerspace (commonlycalled the 'bulk'),
which may or may not be compact and mighteven have an infinitevolume. Particle
physicsis confined(by some mechanismthat need not concernus here) to this brane,
while gravityand otherhypotheticalnon-standard-modelfields(such as scalar fields)
can propagate everywhere.This may also provide a solution to the hierarchyproblem, that is, the problem of why gravityis so much weaker than any of the other
threeforces.The brane-worldparadigm's answer is simplythat this is because it has
to propagate over a much largervolume.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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What are the possible signaturesof extra dimensions?In acceleratorphysics,some
possible signatures include missing energy (due to the emission of massive quanta
of gravity,gravitons,which escape into the bulk), interferencewith standard-model
processes (new Feynman diagrams with virtual graviton exchange which introduce
correctionsto measured propertiessuch as cross-sections)or even more exotic phenomena like stronggravityeffects(such as black holes).
For gravitationand cosmology,the most characteristicsign would be changes to
the gravitational laws, either on very small or very large scales. Indeed, in these
models gravitywill usually only look fourdimensionalover a limited range of scales,
and below or above this range there should be departuresfromthe four-dimensional
behaviour that would be indications of the extra dimensions. The reason why they
appear on small enough scales can be understood by recallingthe tightropeanalogy:
onlysomethingprobingsmall enough scales (an ant as opposed to the equilibrist)will
see the second dimension.The reason whytheyshould appear on a large enough scale
is also easy to understand.If you lived in the CambridgeshireFens all your life,you
could perhaps be forgivenforbelieving that the Earth is flat and two-dimensional.
However,once you travel far enough you will start to see mountains,and once you
climb to the top of one you will realize that it is actually curved, and hence it must
be curved into something-so there must be some extra dimension for it to curve
into.
Other possible clues forbrane-typeuniversesand extra dimensionsinclude changes
to the Friedmanequation (forexample, with termsinduced by the bulk), the appearance of various large-scale inhomogeneitiesand variations of the fundamentalconstants, the main topic of this discussion. Despite this seeminglyendless list of possibilities, one should keep in mind that there are strong observational tests and
constraintsto be faced, some of which we discussed in ? 3.
As a good example, there are a numberof proposals forbrane-world-typemodels
wherethe accelerationof the Universeis explained by somethingotherthan a cosmological constant. Such models will have many of the distinguishingfeatureswe have
models.
just discussed. A quick search of the literaturewill reveal about 12 different
Unfortunately,all the models proposed so far fail for fairlyobvious reasons. Since
these models will only depart fromthe standard at very low redshift(usually when
acceleration starts), they can fairlyeasily be made to agree with the CMB. However,
the large-scale changes of gravityand (in some cases) the additional energy densitycomponents,togetherwith the constraintscoming fromtype-Ia supernovae,will
make the models run into trouble when it comes to structureformation:the growth
of density fluctuations,lensing and cluster abundances will all go wrong (Avelino
& Martins 2002; Uzan & Bernardeau 2001; Aguirre et al. 2001; White & Kochanek
2001). Despite this seeminglydisappointingstart, brane-worldscenarios are clearly
promising.We simplydo not yet have a clear enough understandingof some of their
features,the most crucial one probably being the interactionmechanisms between
our brane, the bulk and (if they exist) other branes.
6. Measuring

varying constants:

how can we tell?

So we are now almost ready to start lookingforvaryingconstants.But how would we
recognizea varyingconstant,ifwe eversaw one? Two crucial points,whichwere made
implicitlyin ? 2 but are worthre-emphasizinghere, are that one can only measure
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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dimensionless combinationsof dimensional constants and that such measurements
are necessarilylocal.
For example, ifI tell you that I am 1.75 m tall, what I am really tellingyou is that
the last time I took the ratio of my heightto some other height that I arbitrarily
chose to call 'one metre',that ratio came out to be 1.75. There is nothingverydeep
about this number. I would still be the same height if I had decided to tell you my
heightin feetand inches instead. So farso good. Now, iftomorrowI decide to repeat
the above experimentand find a ratio of 1.85, then that could be either because I
have grown a bit in the meantime or because I have unknowinglyused a smaller
'metre', or due to any combinationof these two possibilities.The key point is that,
even though one of these options mightbe much more plausible than the others,any
of them is a perfectlyvalid descriptionof what is going on. Moreover,there is no
experimentalway of verifyingone and disprovingthe others. Similarly,as regards
the point on locality,the statementthat 'the speed of lighthere is the same as the
speed of light in Andromeda' is either a definitionor it is completelymeaningless,
since thereis no experimentalway ofverifying
it. These points are crucial and should
be clearly understood (Albrecht& Magueijo 1999; Avelino & Martins 1999).
This leads us to an importantdifferencebetween theory(or model building) and
experiment(or observation). From the theorypoint of view, it is possible, and often
very convenient,to build models that have varying dimensional quantities (such
as the speed of light,the electron charge or even, if one is brave enough, Planck's
constant). Indeed, such theoriesbecame verypopular in recentyears. However,there
is nothing fundamentalabout such choice, in the sense that any such theory can
form,whereanother constantwill be varyinginstead,
always be re-cast in a different
but the observationalconsequences of the two will be exactly identical.
For example, given a theorywith a varyingconstant, say c, one can always, by
a suitable redefinitionof units of measurement,transformit into another theory
where another constant, say e, varies. From our discussion in ? 2, it followsthat
all we have to do is carryout appropriate redefinitionsof our units of length,time
and energy.Again, these two theorieswill be observationallyindistinguishable,even
though the fundamentalequations may look very differentin the two cases-and
hence one might stronglypreferone of the formulationsfor reasons of simplicity.
On the other hand, the simplest theoryhaving, say, a varyingc, will in general be
different
fromthe simplesttheoryhaving a varyinge and thereforethese two theories
can be distinguishedexperimentally(Magueijo et al. 2002).
From the observational point of view, it is meaningless to try to measure variations of dimensional constants per se. When consideringobservational tests one
should focus on dimensionlessquantities. The most relevantexample is that of the
fine-structure
constant,a - e2/(hc), which is a measure of the strengthof the elecinteractions.
Other usefulparametersare
tromagnetic
/

GFm2c

--

A3

and

pt

mp
me

where GF is Fermi's constant and m, and me are the proton and electronmasses,
respectively.Having said this,we are now ready to begin the search forvariations.As
we shall see, the currentobservationalstatus is ratherexciting,but also somewhat
confusing.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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7. Local experiments
Laboratory measurementsofthe value ofthe fine-structure
constant,and hence limits
on its variation,have been carriedout fora numberof years. The best limitcurrently
available is (Prestage et al. 1995)
-

< 3.7 x

10-14

yr-1.

(7.1)

This is done by comparingrates betweenatomic clocks (based on ground-statehyperfinetransitions) in alkali atoms with differentatomic number Z. The currentbest
method uses H-maser versus Cs or Hg+ clocks, the effectbeing a relativisticcorrection of order (aZ)2. Future improvementsusing laser-cooled clocks (Rb or Be+) may
improvethis bound by about an order of magnitude. Note that this bound is local,
that is, at redshiftz = 0.
On geophysical time-scales, the best constraint (Damour & Dyson 1996) is
|1/al < 0.7 x 10-16 yr-1, although there are suggestions that, due to a number of
nuclear-physicsuncertaintiesand model dependencies, a more realisticbound might
be about an order of magnitude weaker. These come fromanalysis of Sm-isotope
ratios fromthe natural nuclear reactor at the Oklo (Gabon) uranium mine, on a
time-scaleof 1.8 x 109 yr, correspondingto a cosmological redshiftof z ~ 0.1.
More recently,Fujii et al. (2002) carried out an analysis of new samples collected
at greaterdepth in the Oklo mine (hoping to minimizeeffectsof natural contamination). They findtwo possible ranges of resonance-energyshifts,correspondingto the
followingvalues of a:
= (0.4 ? 0.5)
-

x

10-7

yr-1 -

= -(4.4 ? 0.4) x 10-17 yr-1 -

-(0.08 ? 0.10) x 10-7,

(7.2)

= (0.88 ? 0.07) x 10-7.

(7.3)

Note that the firstvalue in each line is an average rate of change over the period in
question and the second is the overall relativechange in the same period. In converting fromone to the other, one needs to assume a certain cosmological model-we
have assumed the standard one, discussed in ? 3. Also note that the latter corresponds to a value of a that was larger in the past, which mightbe problematic for
some models (see the discussion in Martins et al. (2002)).
The authorspoint out that thereis plausible but tentativeevidence that the second
result can be excluded by including a furtherGd sample. However, the analysis
procedure for Gd data is subject to more uncertaintiesthan the one for Sm, so a
more detailed analysis is required beforedefiniteconclusions can be drawn.
It should also be noted that most theoriespredictingvariationsoffundamentalconstants can be stronglyconstrainedthroughgravitationalexperiments,most notably
via tests of the equivalence principle (Will 1993).
8. The recent Universe
The standard technique forthis type of measurements,which have been attempted
since the late 1950s,consistsofobservingthe finesplittingofalkali doublet absorption
lines in quasar spectra, and comparing these with standard laboratory spectra. A
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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value of a at early times would mean that electronswould be more loosely
different
(or tightly,depending on the sign of the variation) bound to the nuclei compared
with the values forthe present day, thus changing the characteristicwavelengthof
light emitted and absorbed by atoms. This group's best result (Varshalovich et al.
2000) using this method is
=

(-4.6 ? 4.3 ? 1.4) x 10-5,

z

2-4.

(8.1)

The first error bar corresponds to the statistical (observational) error, while
the second is the systematic (laboratory) one. This corresponds to the bound
I&/a| < 1.4 x 10-14 yr-1 over a time-scale of about 1010 years. They also obtain
constraintson spatial variations (by comparing observations fromdifferentregions
on the sky),

Aa<

3 x 10-4

z

2-4.

(8.2)

Finally, using an analogous technique forH2 lines, they can also obtain constraints
on the ratio of proton and electronmasses,
a<

2 x10-4,

z r 2.

(8.3)

More recently(Webb et al. 2001; Murphy et al. 2001), an improvedtechniquehas
simultaneouslyused various multipletsfrommany chemical elementsto improvethe
accuracy by about an order of magnitude. The currentlypublished result is

a = (-0.72 ? 0.18) x 10-5,

z ~ 0.6-3.2,

(8.4)

correspondingto a four-sigmadetection of a smaller a in the past. Furtherrecent
data (J. K. Webb 2001, personal communication)strengthenthis claim. The analysis
of 147 quasar absorptionsources (fromthree independentdatasets obtained withthe
Keck telescope) providea six-sigmadetection,Aa/a = (-0.60 ? 0.10) x 10-5 in the
redshiftrange z r 0.6-3.2. Furthermore,a large number of tests for systematics
has been carried out, and almost all of these are not found to significantlyaffect
the results. The only two exceptions are atmosphericdisruptionand isotopic ratio
shifts,but they act in the 'wrong' way: correctingforthese would make the detection
stronger(the resultspresentedare uncorrected).
A somewhat differentapproach consists of using radio and millimetrespectra of
at the momentthis can only be used at lower
quasar absorptionlines. Unfortunately,
redshifts,yieldingthe upper limit (Carilli et al. 2001)
< 0.85 x 10-5,

z

0.25-0.68.

(8.5)

Finally, a recent improvedtechnique (Ivanchik et al. 2002) of measuringthe wavelengthsof H2 transitionsin damped Lyman-a systemsobserved with the European
Space ObservatoryVLT/UVES telescope (and using the fact that electron vibrorotational lines depend on the reduced mass of the molecule and this dependence is
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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fordifferent
different
transitions)has produced another claimed possible detection
= (5.7 ? 3.8)
AI

x

10-5,

= (12.5 ? 4.5) x 10-5,

z ~ 2.4-3.1,

(8.6)

z ~ 2.4-3.1.

(8.7)

Here, either value will de-bound depending on which of the two available tables of
'standard' laboratory wavelengthsone uses. This clearly indicates that systematic
effectsare not as yet under controlin this case.
So a verysubstantial amount of work has been put into this type of observations.
Even ifdoubts remainabout systematics,a six-sigmadetectionis a quite strongresult
and should be taken seriously.(As a comparison, the result is roughlyas strong as
the detection,using type-Ia supernovae data, of a non-zerovalue of the cosmological
constant.) Now, ifthese variationsexisted at relativelyrecenttimes in the historyof
the Universe,one is naturallyled to the question of what was happening at earlier
times-presumably the variationsrelativeto the present-dayvalues would have been
strongerthen.

9. The early Universe: BBN and CMB
At much higherredshifts,two of the pillars of standard cosmology (discussed in ? 3)
offerveryexcitingprospects forstudies of variations of constants. Firstly,BBN has
the obvious advantage of probingthe highestredshifts(z r 1010), but it has a strong
drawback in that one is always forcedto make an assumption on how the neutronto-protonmass differencedepends on a. No known particle-physicsmodel provides
such a relation,so one usually has to resortto the phenomenologicalexpression by
Gasser & Leutwyler(1982), Am = 2.05 - 0.76(1 + Aa/a). This is needed to estimate
the effectof a varyinga on the 4He abundance. The abundances of the other light
elementsdepend much less stronglyon this assumption but, on the other hand, these
abundances are much less well known observationally.
The CMB probes intermediateredshifts,and has the significantadvantage that
constant
one has (or will soon have) highlyaccurate data. A varyingfine-structure
it
the
Thomson
ionization
of
the
Universe:
the
scattering
changes
history
changes
cross-sectionforall interactingspecies and also changes the recombinationhistoryof
hydrogen(by far the dominant contribution)and other species throughchanges in
the energylevels and bindingenergies.This will obviouslyhave importanteffectson
the CMB's angular power spectrum,which has now been measured by a numberof
experiments.Suppose that a was largerat the epoch of recombination.The position
ofthe firstDoppler peak would then move smallerangular scales, its amplitude would
increase due to a largerearlyintegratedSachs-Wolfeeffectand the damping at small
angular scales would decrease.
Furthermore,a varying a also has an effecton the large-scale structure (LSS)
power spectrum,since it changes the horizon size and hence the turnoverscale in
the matter power spectrum. It should be noted that, although the CMB and LSS
are in some sense complementary,they cannot be blindly combined together,since
cosmological epochs at which a could have different
they are sensitive to different
values. Therefore,the optimal strategyis to use LSS informationto provide priors
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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(in a self-consistentway) for other cosmological parameters which we can reliably
assume to be unchanged throughoutthe cosmological epochs in question.
We have recentlycarriedout detailed analyses ofthe effectsofa varyinga on BBN,
the CMB and LSS and compared the resultswith the latest available observational
results in each case (Avelino et al. 2001; Martins et al. 2002). We findthat, although
the currentdata have a very slightpreferencefora smaller value of a in the past,
restrictany such variation,
they are consistentwith no variation and, furthermore,
fromthe epoch of recombinationto the presentday, to less than ca. 4%.
The effectsof varyingconstantsare somewhat degeneratewith other cosmological
parameters,likethe baryondensity,Hubble parameteror re-ionization.In particular,
the effectof the baryon density seems crucial. For the values quoted above, the
baryon densityof the Universe agrees with the standard result (Burles et al. 2001).
However,there have been recent claims (Coc et al. 2002) that the use of improved
BBN calculations and observationsmay lead to a lowervalue ofthe baryondensity.If
one assumes this lowervalue instead, our estimationsfora would become a detection
at more than two sigma.
At a practical level, one needs to find ways of getting around these degeneracies. Three approaches are being actively tried by ourselves and other groups. The
first(obvious) one is to use better data-future CMB satellite experimentssuch as
Microwave AnisotropyProbe and Planck Surveyorshould considerablyimprovethe
above results,and this has been recentlystudied in detail (Martins et al. 2002). The
second approach is to use additional microwavebackground information(such as
polarization, when data become available) and the finalone is to exploit the complementarityofvarious datasets (as hintedabove). While at the momentthe constraints
on a coming fromBBN and CMB data allow variation fromthe present-dayvalue
by ca. 4%, thereis a good chance that progressin both the theoreticalunderstanding
and the quality of the available data will allow us to determinethe value of a from
the CMB with much better than ca. 1% accuracy withinthis decade.

10. So what is your point?
We have seen that constraints on variations of fundamental constants in recent
times are fairlystrong and any drastic recent departures fromthe standard scenario are excluded. On the other hand, there are no significantconstraintsin the
era, which leaves a ratherlarge open space fortheoriststo build
pre-nucleosynthesis
models. In between,there are various detections claimed, particularlyfromquasar
absorption sources at redshiftsof ca. 3. These should definitelybe taken seriously,
although the situation is far fromsettled. The jury is still out on the case of the
existence of extra dimensions:there is as yet no unambiguous observationalproof(a
'smokinggun' has not been found),but considerablesupportingevidence is accumulating.
Apart frommore observationalwork,there are deep theoreticalissues to be clarified.The question as to whetherall dimensionlessparameters in the final physical
'theoryof everything'will be fixedby consistencyconditionsor ifcertainofthemwill
remain arbitraryis today a question of belief--itdoes not have a scientificanswerat
present. By 'arbitrary'I mean in this context that a given dimensionlessparameter
assumed its value in the process of the cosmological evolutionof the Universe at an
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A (2002)
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early stage. Hence, with a greater or lesser probability,it could also have assumed
other values and it could possibly also change in the course of this evolution.
Physics is a logical activity,and hence (unlikeotherintellectualpursuits) frownson
radical departures. Physicists much preferto proceed by reinterpretation,whereby
elegant new ideas provide a sounder basis for what one already knows, while also
leading to further,novel resultswith at least a prospect of testability.However,it is
oftennot easy to see how old conceptsfitinto a new framework.How would our views
of the world be changed ifdecisive evidence is eventuallyfoundforextra dimensions
and varyingfundamentalconstants?
Theories obeyingthe Einstein and strong-equivalenceprinciplesare metrictheories
of gravity(Will 1993). In such theoriesthe space-time is endowed with a symmetric
metric,freelyfallingbodies followgeodesics of this metricand in local freelyfalling
framesthe non-gravitationalphysicslaws are writtenin the language of special relativity.If the Einstein equivalence principleholds, the effectsof gravityare equivalent
to the effectsof living in a curved space-time. The strong-equivalenceprinciplecontains the Einstein equivalence principleas the special case where local gravitational
forces(such as Cavendish experimentsor gravimetermeasurements,forexample) are
ignored.If the strong-equivalenceprincipleis strictlyvalid, there should be one and
only one gravitationalfieldin the Universe,namely the metric.
Varying non-gravitationalconstants are forbiddenby general relativityand (in
constant will violate the equivgeneral) all metrictheories.A varyingfine-structure
alence principle,thus signallingthe breakdown of (four-dimensional)gravitationas
a geometricphenomenon. It will also reveal the existence of further(as yet undiscovered) gravitationalfieldsin the Universe and may be a verystrongproofforthe
existence of additional space-timedimensions.As such, it will be nothingshort of a
revolution-even more drastic than the one where Newtonian gravitybecame part of
Einsteinian gravity.Also, while not tellingus, by itself,too much about the 'theory
of everything',it will providesome strongclues about what to look forand where to
look forit.
Most people (scientists and non-scientistsalike) normally make a distinction
between physics(studyingdown-to-earththings) and astronomy(studyingthe heavens above). This distinctionis deeply rooted in pre-historictimes and is still clearly
visible today. Indeed, in my own area of research, such distinctiononly started to
blur some 30 or so years ago, when a few cosmologists noted that the early Universe should have been througha series of phase transitions,about which particle
physicistsknew a fair amount, and hence it would be advisable forcosmologiststo
start learning particle physics. Nowadays, the circle is closing, with particle physicists finallybeginningto realize that, as they tryto probe earlier and earlier epochs
where physical conditions are more and more extreme, there is no laboratory on
Earth capable of reproducingthese such conditions.Indeed, the only laboratorythat
is fit forthe job is the early Universe itself.Hence, it is also advisable forparticle
physiciststo learn cosmology.
The topic of extra dimensionsand varyingfundamentalconstants is, to my mind,
the perfectexample of a problem at the borderline between the two areas, where
knowledgeof only one of the sides, no matter how deep, is a severe handicap. This
obviously makes it a difficulttopic, but also an extremelyexcitingone, to work on.
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